Little Witch Goes To School (Step-Into-Reading, Step 3)
Synopsis

Little Witch wants to go to school just like her friends, but her mother thinks she should stay home and learn from her witchy aunts. Mother Witch finally agrees to let Little Witch go, but only if she promises to be very, very bad. It’s a wild ride on a broomstick that kids won’t soon forget! The third book in the popular Little Witch series, Little Witch Goes to School has all the mixed-up magic and quirky humor kids have come to love in the first two books.
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Customer Reviews

I bought this book and two other Little Witch books to read to my daughter when she was only around the age of four. The story held her attention from front to back. Once she started to read on her own around the age of five she would ask to read the book with me. At the age of seven she still likes to read this book. Little Witch books make a nice gift also. If parents want to read books to their kids then I would have no problem giving this book to a four or five year old up to an eight year old.

My daughter is just beginning the step 3 books and she really enjoyed this one. She is a great reader for her age (in kindergarten and just turned five) and I thought this might be one she could
work up to. It challenges her but not to the point of frustration. The story and illustrations are very cute. We are looking forward to adding more Little Witch stories to her library.

I love these series. But most important that my son does. I got 40+ books and he loves to read them (usually it is not that easy to make him read). I got mix of 2-3-4 levels for the second grader, second level is too easy, but it creates some fun and he reads them with pleasure. Love it, I would recommend it.

The Little Witch series of books were ones that my mom read to my sister & I when we were young. Very few of the toddler books stay with you like these did. When my mom & I started talking about remembering these books, I looked on & found them for my 4 year old daughter. Now I read them to her & she loves them! She LOVES how Little Witch gets in trouble for things like reading books, cleaning her room & making her bed. She isn’t too young to get the irony of it & thinks it’s hilarious. We bought them because it’s nearing Halloween and she’s all into anything scary, but these are great books that can be read all year round.

All the little witch stories are cute and funny and much fun for children. I found this book on Barnes & Noble and experienced many fond memories of past readings in my childhood! Thank you!

These are some of her first step 3 books - and she adores them. She’s just learning to read nonsense words and she read bibbity and boppity with no issues! I’m so proud and so happy that she likes these books enough to try. I can’t find any step 3 books that have her favorite characters (Umizoomi, Dora, etc.) so I was thrilled to find books with a character she could get attached to. She loves Little Witch - all 3 of the books we got for her. I’m hoping to find more.

Good book though there were some transitions that (to me) were not seamless. But that is overthinking on my part...really ad long as it did not have crude language or improper actions it was good reading

My daughter, her cousins and I love these stories. They are fun and a easy read and they keeps the kids attention. I am a Pagan and was not expecting this to be a Pagan book so I do not understand the complaints in the other reviews. This series is just funny and enjoyable. Our favorite character is Cousin Dippy.